
Brazilian glamour at beachfashionshop.com
Luxury label "Agua de Coco" will make beach beauties shine

When sun rays fall on gentle ocean waves, astonishing and breathtaking colour games are created. The swimwear collection by
Água de Coco captures these moments and projects them on the skin of trendy fashionistas. Green, red or flashy colour prints
- with the models of the Brazilian designer label this summer all luxury ladies can enjoy true glam-effects. The most beautiful
bikinis and swimsuits are exclusively available at www.beachfashionshop.com .

Women around the world in Spain, France, Italy, Puerto Rico, Mexico or Hawaii can make a stylish appearance at the beach and by the
pool with Água de Coco. Thanks to Beachfashionshop.com, all fashion queens can now enjoy these fancy designs.

Modern prints, extravagant cuts, exquisite materials and refined details look extremely refreshing above and under the water and always
guarantee fashionable moments. Strapless and thus perfect for sunbathing: bandeau bikinis in elegant shiny fabrics. Discreet ruffles and
sophisticated bikini cups create a great décolleté.

From Ibiza to St. Tropez: the swimsuits by Água de Coco are welcome everywhere. At the hot spots of the world, luxury ladies like to wear
something more - for example, the black bandeau swimsuit. A striking eye-catcher is the brooch between the cups that will highlight the
beauty not only of the ladies in Monaco.

Sipping cocktails, admiring six-packs and looking incredibly casual: no problem in the colourful jumpsuit by Água de Coco. Not only the
funky look of this model is a highlight: soft materials provide extravagant comfort. With the matching bikini the result is a beach style dream
duo that is difficult to match in terms of sophistication and elegance.
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About beachfashionshop.com

The vision of the German entrepreneur Vanessa Koeman was to bring beach and city outfits by stylish trend labels from South America and
the United States exclusively to Europe. Therefore, three years ago, the trendsetter founded www.beachfashionshop.com. Designer labels like
Mara Hoffman, Matthew Williamson, Shay Todd, Elizabeth Hurley, Melissa Odabash, L*Space and Diane von Furstenberg are offered in the
premium online shop. For the latest collections the 33 year old business women travels around the world - always looking for exotic
newcomers, popular luxury labels and it-pieces for stunning beach beauties.


